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I claim  
this key promise 
as I work on my 
memory work...

I claim this  
key promise as I 

go witnessing with 
Mommy and Uncle 

David...

I claim this 
key promise as I 

help Daddy with the 
gardening...

I claim this  
key promise as I 

start my cleaning 
job...
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The Key of   ANOINTING

If you need it, you’ve got it! 

—Through the keys.

Sure, Mom!

Uh oh. My 
truck is 
broken.

Jesus, I’m not used 
to helping Mom with the 

little kids.  You can help me 
do well with them. I claim 

the key of anointing.

Let’s do  
a skit about 

the MLK we’re 
reading.

Melissa can’t  
help me give the younger 

kids devotions today. 
Would you like to  

help me?

Yippee! Mike 
is with us.
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The Key of  

Don’t quit! Use the keys and 

you will win the victory.

This puzzle is  
taking so long. I think 
I’ll do something else 

instead.

Zoooom!

Joey, if you  
want to frame your 

rocket puzzle for the 
wall, you’ll need to stick 

to it more.

Jesus,  
thank You 

for this nice 
puzzle. Please 
help me to stick 
to this project 

until it’s  
done. 

I claim the  
key of stick-to 
-it-iveness and 
this key promise:

Jesus and 
the keys helped me to 

finish it. Now it’s hanging 
on my wall. 

STICK-TO-IT-IVENESS
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The Key of  MIRACLES

Use the magic wand of the 

keys and you will see miracles.

Poor Hammy 
looks sick! He was fine 

when I fed him 
last night. 

What  
should we 

do?

Let’s claim  
the keys for 

him.

Thank You, 
Jesus, for the 

power of the key of 
healing.

We call on the 
keys of healing and miracles. 

Please heal Hammy. 

We claim this 
key promise:

All better now! Jesus 
showed them to give me 

fresh water.
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The Key of  

Key power will help you soak 

up the Word!

Time for Word 
class, boys.

I was having  
so much fun playing. 

Why do we have 
to stop for Word 

time?

Jesus, please 
help me.

I claim the key  
of a spiritual vacuum 
to help me want to 

read the Word. 

Wow! This is 
inspiring!

A SPIRITUAL VACUUM
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The Key of CONTENTMENT

Claiming the keys will stop you 

from comparing. 

Claiming the keys will turn your 

heart to sharing! 

Jesus, thank You 
for the talents You’ve 

given me. I claim the keys 
to help me be happy with 

my part in preparing  
the cake.

Aimee, since 
you’re an artist, 
do you want to 

decorate  
the cake?

Happy birthday, 
Uncle John!

Melissa is better  
at baking than I am. 
She can make a cake 
with only a little help 

from her mommy. 

Mommy told 
me to stir 
this now.
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The Key of  INSTANT HELP 

Do you need help? Claim the 

power of the keys, and you’ll 

receive all the help you need. 

“What makes Christmas, 
do you know? Is it pretty 

gifts and shiny toys?”

And here’s Aimee 
to tell you more about 

the real meaning of 
Christmas.

Jesus, I claim the 
keys of instant help, 

so that I can be a bold 
witness for You. 

The real  
meaning of 
Christmas...
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The Key of  STORYTELLING

I will shine brightly through 

you as you claim the keys! 

Let’s pray 
and claim some keys 
as we drive to the 

orphanage. 

Jesus, thank  
You for this time to 

teach Bible story 
flannelgraphs to 

the orphans.

We claim the  
key of storytelling, 
that You will help 
make it fun and 

inspiring for  
them. 

I claim the  
key promise:

Then they lowered  
the man on his bed 

into the house through 
a hole in the roof.


